Publish all relevant facts while formulating important policies or announcing the decisions which affect public;

- HUDCO Niwas brochure indicating the brief of terms and conditions for individual housing loans;
- Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana (Urban) – Housing for All guidelines, indicating the terms and conditions for availing Credit Linked Subsidy Scheme (CLSS) and details of other three verticals under PMAY(U)-HFA

Public Deposit Scheme (PDS)

Under the Public Deposit Scheme in HUDCO has following three deposit schemes:

- HUDCO Regular Plus-Periodic Income Scheme
- HUDCO Multiplier Plus – Cumulative Income Scheme
- HUDCO Cash Certificate – Cumulative Income Scheme

➢ The acceptance/renewal of deposits is discontinued w.e.f 01.07.2019

HUDCO’s Scheme for Financing of Senior Citizen Homes
HUDCO’s Rent-to-Own Scheme
HUDCO’s Housing for all Scheme